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Student Community Action 

Volunteers in Cambridge 

Our Purpose 
Cambridge SCA exists to encourage the involvement of students in voluntary community work, 
providing essential services to disadvantaged groups within the community and giving students a 
valuable learning experience. 

Our Values 
• The equal rights of all individuals 
• Practical activities that help to counter disadvantage within the community 
• Cultural diversity 
• The two-way exchange of ideas between individuals from different cultures and socio – economic 

backgrounds. 

Our Organisational Objectives 
• Provide equal opportunities for all students to become involved in the organisation’s activities 
• Provide a variety of volunteering opportunities to students by running a variety of projects 
• Provide opportunities for students to become involved in the management of the organisation 

and its projects 
• Allow client group opportunities to guide the organisation towards providing the services that 

they require 
• Work in partnership with other organisations 
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Management Structure 
 

The Student Community Action Executive Committee consists of Steering Group members, elected 
annually from students at the University of Cambridge and Anglia Ruskin University, and Senior 
Members who are appointed for 3 years. Election to the Steering Group takes place at our Annual 
General Meeting in March each year. Steering Group members "shadow" current members from the 
election until the last day of the Cambridge University Easter Term, when they take over 
responsibility for SCA for the next academic year. 
 

Executive Committee  
 
Comprising senior members co-opted for 3 years and student trustees elected annually. 

 Sue Long Chair  
 Paul Taylor Senior Treasurer 
 Jo  Haywood Staff Line Manager 
 Penny Wilson  
 Anthony Wheeler  
 Dwight Patten 

 

 

 Patricia Finnimore  
 Katie Knight  
 Josianne Chuisseu  

 
Steering Group 
 

Gabriela Sharp President  Sarah Asthon Publicity 
Hannah Kirwan 

 
Vice President 

 
Matilda Crowfoot Community Outreach 

Mark Harvey 

 
Junior Treasurer Keiran Kejiou Artistic  Officer  

Emily Servante Secretary Hazel Chan  College Reps officer 
 Shannon Phillips   

 

College Reps officer 
 

Katy Lewis College Reps officer 
 Mi Trinh Events   

  Emily Servante General Com Member     
Office Staff 
 

Caroline Ward Manager 30 hours a week 
 
 Suzie Buttress Projects and Volunteers 

Officer 
20 hours a week until Feb 
2019 
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Steering Group Report 

 

I would like to start by saying a huge thank you to all the members of the Steering Group 
this year. I have really enjoyed working with the whole team and you have ensured that 
the past year was both enjoyable and productive.  
 
Sarah has been extremely busy with our Facebook page this year.  She has introduced weekly post 
series explaining life at SCA, such as Spotlight Saturday introducing each project and Big Sib Tips with 
suggestions of activities to do with your Little Sib. She has created some beautiful posts using Canva 
which has made our Facebook presence look a little bit more high spec! At the end of the summer 
term, Emily, Matilda and I appeared in Varsity’s video ‘A choice to look’ highlighting inequality in 
Cambridge and SCA’s role in trying to combat this. The video has now been viewed over 200,000 times 
and has helped to spread SCA’s name a bit further. 
 
Our college reps officers Katy, Shannon and Hazel have created a spreadsheet to ensure that we can 
keep track of all of our college reps, and replace reps in any colleges where they are missing. Emily has 
been busy taking notes for all the Steering Group and Trustee meetings, also attended by Mark and 
Hannah. A big thank you to Mark for all his hard work as Treasurer. Kieran in the role of Artistic Officer 
has been helping Caroline and Suzie out with the website.  
 
This year we have had a busy schedule of events, thank to our Events officer, Mi. In Michaelmas term 
we had a pub social at the Maypole, which was well attended despite the torrential rain that evening! 
Following the heavy snow at our fundraising ceilidh last March, it seems that the weather is 
determined to spoil SCA events, but our volunteers are determined to show up anyway! There will be 
another fundraising ceilidh this March. We also had a very busy Fresher’s Week campaign with a high 
number of sign-ups. Thank you to Emily, Hannah, Sarah, Katy and Shannon for their help with the 
marathon evening wrapping Christmas Presents.  
 
Looking to the coming year, we are excited to hand over to a new committee who I am sure will do an 
excellent job. We ‘d love to see SCA’s recruitment processes continue to develop and adapt to student 
needs, particularly as the Steering Group work alongside the new Marketing officer in the office. We 
also hope that the Steering Group continue to develop a programme of social events throughout the 
year, to build a sense of support and belonging amongst our wonderful volunteers.  
 
Finally, on behalf of the whole committee, I would like to thank Caroline and Suzie for their dedication 
and hard work. We could not have achieved any of the above without their constant support and 
guidance. The Steering Group have loved working with both of you, and we wish Suzie the best of luck 
in her new job! Thank you for all the time and effort you have put into SCA this year.  
 
Gabby Sharpe 
President 2018/19 
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Trustees’ Report 

SCA continues to be an effective and respected organisation both within the student community and 
the wider community. We continue to adapt to the needs of both the local community in Cambridge, 
which we exist to serve, and to our student volunteers. 
 
Much has been achieved in the last year, including working with two new schools – The Grove Primary 
where we have started a new Homework Help club and T-Bap Academy who support Secondary 
learners who have experienced difficulties with their learning and behaviour in mainstream school. It 
is with T-Bap in particular where our student volunteers have become great mentors to their pupils, 
working with them on a one to one basis on a pathway to future education or employment. 
 
This year we moved from our Pembroke Street premises to co-locate with the Graduate Union. This 
has been a really positive move and we are already benefitting from closer working relationships with 
other student organisations. 
 
Cambridge Student Community Action is very fortunate in having the services of two extremely skilled 
and committed part-time employees: Caroline Ward, SCA’s Manager, and Suzanne Buttress, our 
Volunteers and Projects Officer. As well as managing an array of programmes, with the needs of our 
service-users and volunteers front and centre, Caroline is incredibly skilled at working with funders to 
encourage their support for these programmes. This is no mean feat and Caroline undertakes this and 
the effective management of the charity with her impressive portfolio of skills (volunteer 
management, financial management, fundraising, impact, the list goes on), and always with good 
humour. 
 
The SCA Senior Members have been delighted to work with the talented student officers who were 
elected in March 2018.  Three of those student officers are full trustees and having young trustees at 
the heart of our governance is of huge benefit. We also recruited Kate Knight to the board of trustees, 
bringing her extensive social work and safeguarding skills. 
 
We were truly sorry to say goodbye to Joye Rosenstiel, who served for many years and has made a 
significant contribution to the development of the charity particularly with her extensive local 
knowledge and networks, and her unfailing common sense.  
 
We would like to record our thanks to SCA Officers, steering group and volunteers for their hard work 
in the last year and wish them well for the future. 
 
Last but certainly not least, thanks to our funders and other partners who support SCA. Without you 
we wouldn’t exist. 
 
 
 
Penny Wilson 
Executive Committee Member  
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Manager’s Report 

2018 has been one of great change for SCA as we have moved offices to 17 Mill Lane!  

 Although the move was only a few hundred yards down the road, it has opened up 
some opportunities for us as we are now housed in the Graduate Union building 
along with the Cambridge University Students Union, the CU Counselling Service, 
RAG and a number of other student bodies. As well as having access to many new 
training, meeting and event facilities, the building is frequented by many students 
throughout the day so having a presence there is really helping to raise our profile. I 
would like to say a huge thank you Dwight Patten, one of our new Trustees, who was 
instrumental in drawing up and securing our new lease agreement. 

Overall we have had a solid year and have had over 202 students volunteering in the community for 
us since the start of the academic year. Recruitment of new volunteers was slower in Michaelmas 
term which could be attributed to our moving office, however, numbers really started picking up in 
Lent term after a series of recruitment events led by Suzie and the Steering Group at various Colleges 
and Departments. We have been tracking the outcomes of these events to develop a more informed 
recruitment strategy for next year. 

Financially it has been a good year, thanks in part to the success of an application for £52,000 over 
three years from BBC Children In Need. We increased the bid from previous years due to a rise in 
running costs of children’s projects mainly associated with travel.  

Our relationship with Cambridgeshire Community Foundation continues to be a very productive one 
as we have received grants from a number of pots they hold – most significantly one for £4,000 
towards a volunteer recruitment campaign. The City Council and Society Syndicate grants continue to 
be vital sources towards our running costs and we remain very grateful to them along with all the 
individual colleges and chapels that also make a significant contribution to our financial security. 

Support from local businesses help to keep costs down, and we are particularly grateful to Tescos for 
their FareShares food donations and Tiger who have given us boxes of arts and crafts and other 
goodies for children projects and parties.  

The Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) we run for University and Community groups has continued 
to grow in terms of income generated from it but also how much staff time needs to be allocated to 
it. However, the eligibility for requiring a DBS check has tightened and there are many roles which are 
no longer eligible for the Enhanced checks so we may see a slight decrease in applications next year.  

Working with our wonderful Steering Group has been a highlight for us in the office this year – their 
enthusiasm and commitment to SCA has been unflappable. Gabby has been a fantastic president and 
has led the Steering Group with professionalism and competence - we will miss her and the rest of the 
team. 

There have been some incredible additions to our board of Trustees this year. As well as Dwight 
helping draw up our lease agreement, we have had Kate and Trish providing expertise and training in 
areas of safeguarding and working with children. Anthony has been an invaluable source of expertise 
on many things from marketing to developing a Strategic Plan for SCA’s future. I am genuinely very 
grateful to have such an experienced and supportive board of Trustees. 

Caroline Ward, SCA Manager 
2010 - 2019  
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Volunteers and Projects Officer Report 
 

It has been year of changes, we moved to our new home at 17 Mill Lane, new recruitment stratifies 
and lastly, a new Projects and volunteers Officer.  

By the time this report is published, I will be no longer in the role, I would like to say thank you to 

Caroline, Steering Group and Trustees for the opportunity to work with you all and I wish SCA a great 
future!  It's been a pleasure to see the city community supported by the students!  

We currently have 8 internal projects which are managed either through a school link or a Project 
Leader. College reps have worked hard, and where we have a proactive rep volunteer recruitment 
from those colleges have been very good.  

Our children’s group projects - Bounce! Craft Room, and story time - have all had a good number of 
volunteers and our Homework Help Clubs have flourished this year with 22 new volunteers signing 
up.  Betty’s Musical Entertainment Group has grown steadily throughout the year from their first 
performance (with 5 students singing their hearts out) to a team of 9 volunteers who can dip in and 
out of performances. Kate the project leader this year has organised and run this group commendably 
and so we are looking to add some new care homes to the list that we visit.  

Task force has been warming through the first 2 terms with me project leading this year. Volunteers 
have been helping vulnerable adults with correspondence, gardening and decluttering as well as 
taking some of our younger clients out to play pool and the cinema.   

Our 1-1 projects – Big Sibs, TESL, Homework Help, Taskforce and GOALS continue to be popular 
options for volunteers and it has been wonderful to see the relatioships building between students 
and our service users. At the time of writing this report we have 80 individuals receiving our weekly 
support ranging from elderly people who are lonely or need practical help with their gardens or adults 
who need support to learn English.  We have added a great contact Head teacher at Tony Machin at 
TBAP, an alternative educational unit for secondary school aged children who have been permanently 
excluded from mainstream school.   We are working 1-1 with them during the school day to improve 
aspirations and pathway to employment.  

Our links with other organisations such as Brett (Cambridge Wine Merchants) and the Gates 
Cambridge Scholars have continued this year. We enjoyed the support of both groups at the 
wonderful Christmas Party which saw vulnerable children enjoy a few hours of free entertainment and 
food including magicians, slime making, craft activities, a hot meal and they always get to go home 
with lots of presents!!  

I have been working more closely with a new contact at Anglia Ruskin University and we seem to have 
more volunteers as a result including a College rep there.  Finally, I would like to thank all the Steering 
group for their dedication and support this year.   

Suzie Buttress,  

Projects and Volunteers officer 2017/9  
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Big Sibs 

Big Sibs is one of our internal one-to-one projects. Volunteer befrienders are matched to a 
disadvantaged child aged five to eleven. Little Sibs are referred by social, educational and health work 
professionals due to a range of often complex issues including disability and illness within the family 
or the child themselves; victims of domestic violence, or those from financially disadvantaged families.  

Our volunteers act as an older brother or sister to the child, visiting them for at least an 
hour a week to offer friendship, attention and offer them a break from what may be a 
difficult home setting. The volunteers make incredible role models and really break 
down the barriers to what the children think a Cambridge University student might be 
like. 

This project allows our volunteers and clients to be flexible and adapt the visits as to 
what works best for them.  They take part in a wide range of activities including visits to 
the colleges and museums, arts and crafts, bike rides, cooking, sports and trips out. 

Last year we supported 0ver 50 children. By teaming up with Time credits we 
enabled our Little Sibs to have even more fun as the volunteers earnt the 
vouchers being a big Sib and then they used the vouchers to take their Little 
sib to a range of activities such as swimming, the cinema, theatre or click and 
climb.   

 Big Sibs really makes a difference to the lives of children people and families 
around Cambridge. For example the girls in the picture to the left lost their 

mum to cancer last year.  Our volunteers have been a real source of comfort and enjoyment to them 
when their world literally turned upside down. Their father reported ”Marta and Than (Big Sibs) have 
been most gracious and kind to my girls and I’d like to thank them profusely. Their relationship with 
the girls have been most cordial and warm and it has in no small measure contributed to my children’s 
healing and recovery after the loss of their mother last year.” 

 

GOALS – Go Out and Learn Socially 

GOALS is essentially a befriending and life skills support project for young adults 

aged 11 – 21 years who have learning difficulties or just need guiding and mentoring 

to find their life aspirations and path way to employment. We match clients on a one 

to one basis with a student volunteer and then work with them to find them work 

experience or activities that will give them something to add to their CV as well as 

building their confidence in being independent. One of our clients got some 

volunteering experience collecting money at the Fireworks display as pictured here 

with our GOALS volunteer Anna. He was also supported to volunteer at a local 

youth club. 

One of the main connections we have forged this year is working with TBAP, an alternative 

educational facility for young people aged 11-16.  The head teacher Tony Machin approached 

us, and we currently we have 6 of our student volunteers mentoring young people helping 

them to re-engage with education and work towards laying the foundation for a brighter 

future during the school day. In total this year, GOALS volunteers have supported 13 clients 

to improve their life skills and build their confidence.   
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Lightbulb  

Our STEM project “Lightbulb” is now in its second year and 

continues to be popular with young, budding scientists! The 

aim of the project is to encouraging children and young 

people to engage in Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Maths through a series of fun and often very messy 

activities! The Lightbulb volunteers have run sessions in a 

number of community projects including Scout Groups, Waterbeach and Landbeach 

Action for Youth and the Cambridge University Playscheme as well as at our Bounce! 

Club and Christmas party. 

Thanks to funding from Awards for All, we have been able to buy the resources 

required for activities such as Bath bomb and Slime making; rocket building and marshmallow 

towers competitions!! 
 

Craft Room and Story Time 

Craft Room is an arts and crafts session on Tuesdays for 

vulnerable children in Cambridge. Volunteers are asked to 

commit to going at least once a fortnight, and we currently have 

seven volunteers. This year, we’ve started a second project at 

the same venue on Mondays called Story Time, where 

volunteers read to the children and older children are given a 

chance to practice their reading skills. 

The number of children ranges from four to twelve depending on who is living at the venue, 

with ages ranging from six months to 14years. Because the number and age range of children 

varies from week to week, our projects have to be quite flexible and follows a loose structure. 

We try to take a child-directed approach, encouraging the children to choose an activity that 

they enjoy- and bringing along some crafts every week catered to younger and older children.  

Some activities that have been enjoyed by all ages include googly eyed pom-pom sheep and 

goo monsters. Around Christmas time we got creative with snowflakes and origami, with lots 

of variety and creativity put into each project.  We also took along some new readymade 

activities from Tiger that were gifts to SCA, which were really enjoyed all round. Since the 

new playground has been made at the venue and as been getting lighter earlier in the 

evenings, the second half of each session is often spent playing running games outside such 

as Stuck in the Mud. 

The children and volunteers are able to build strong relationships in a supportive 

environment, which get stronger each week. The enthusiasm at both ends is clear, and it is 

very rewarding to see the children grow in confidence from week to week.  

Mothers often interact with children and volunteers, showing support for the activities and 

encouraging the children. The project gives volunteers the chance to interact with a wider 

Cambridge community and develop good interpersonal skills. More importantly though, the 

project offers an opportunity for the children to spend time with people, express themselves, 

and try new things.   
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Betty Stubbens’ Musical Entertainment Group (Betty’s) 
 
 

Betty’s group provides musical entertainment for residents in care homes for the elderly. I took 

over the role of project leader at the beginning of this academic year, having been involved the 

previous year. I have loved watching Betty’s grow over the course of the year, touching elderly 

people and students alike. We all find it a valuable way to have a break from the bubble of 

university life and make connections with new and interesting people; we hear fascinating 

stories from the elderly residents, and there is always a buzz of excitement and enthusiasm by 

the time we leave. 

 

Every Wednesday evening during CU term time we visit a different care home and play a 

selection of songs. We try to choose songs that will be familiar to the residents, and evocative 

of memories from their youth: our songbook for 2019 includes ‘What a Wonderful World’, 

‘Thank You for the Music’, and two Elvis songs which are usually favourites among the 

residents, ‘Love Me Tender’ and ‘Can’t Help Falling in Love’. Depending on the demographic 

of the care home, we encourage varying amounts of participation from the residents. We also 

take a break halfway through the session to chat to the residents, which we find to be a vital 

part of the evening: we usually see a big increase in enthusiasm and smiles for the second half, 

along with more energetic singing. The combination of nostalgic songs and engaging 

conversation seems to have a really positive impact on the residents. Even the residents who 

are less able to have verbal conversations seem to gain a lot from the music – the familiarity of 

the songs stays with them even when their memories are less strong, and helps them connect 

to their past as well as to the volunteers through the music they are hearing and singing. 

 

There has been another increase in the number of volunteers this year, and I have found that 

publicising among on social media as well as on mailing list for various musical or voluntary 

groups helps to catch people’s interest. Following on from Hania’s example last year, all of the 

volunteers were involved once again in the process of choosing the songs for this year’s 

songbook, which helps everyone feel like a valued member of the team. We also took 

suggestions from residents – ‘Love Me Tender’ was the favourite song of a very enthusiastic 

resident of one of our more regular homes, and she was so touched when we sang it with her. 

 

An exciting development that Betty’s has taken this term is to be involved with another SCA 

Project, Bounce. One Saturday afternoon, we joined the Bounce volunteers to sing for and with 

the children who attended that day. Despite the small numbers, we had great fun teaching some 

simple songs, and even making them into rounds to create a more musically complex piece. It 

was also good fun for the Betty’s volunteers to play games with the children! I am looking 

forward to continuing a crossover with Bounce – it is wonderful to see the way that music can 

help us to make connections across generations, both younger and older. 

 

It is the palpable breakdown of barriers and meaningful relationships formed between 

volunteers as well as with the residents of the care homes we visit that creates such a special 

atmosphere for Betty’s. Music can bring people together across all manner of social division, 

and all of the volunteers absolutely love seeing the results of the visits. We have such a 

rewarding time, and above everything we have so much fun together! 

  

Kate Apley 

Project Leader 2018/19 
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Bounce! 
 

Bounce has had another successful year, with Martha taking over from Anna and Megan as 

project leader, and a significant number of new faces joining, both in the ranks of volunteers 

and child attendees.  

 

Bounce provides an opportunity for 

disadvantaged children to play games and do 

craft activities with volunteers, whilst making 

friends in a warm and welcoming environment. 

The children who attend have a variety of 

needs, and range in age from five to fifteen. 

Despite such diversity, each session is planned 

and delivered to take into account all of their 

needs.  

 

Each week is a combination of crafts and 

games, with drawing materials and sports 

equipment (balls, beanbags) always on hand to 

provide extra entertainment.  I have continued to use science, technology and engineering 

activities, which the children really enjoy, as we can often add a competitive element into 

them. This year, these have included making slime, much to the children’s glee, as well as 

competitions to build the strongest and tallest tower using marshmallows. The children really 

benefit from working closely in small teams with the help of a volunteer.  

 

The structure of sessions this year has been somewhat more flexible due to a change in the 

dynamic of children attending. Many of the regularly attending children are eager to share 

playground games they have learnt at school, as well as coming up with their own creative 

variations that fit in with their own interests.  A notable example of this is ‘Fishcatch’  which 

is based on a game like Tag or Stuck-in-the-mud but includes shark actions as well; this has 

quickly become popular and has been requested in following weeks by children other than its 

creator  

 

I have a really enthusiastic group of volunteers, whose enthusiasm and creativity not only 

make Bounce possible, but also enjoyable for everyone. I have really enjoyed planning and 

running the sessions, and building relationships with the children over the weeks has been an 

extremely rewarding experience. It has been noticeable that many of the children have grown 

more confident and engaged more fully with the activities over the course of the year, and 

others are increasingly interacting with other children which is really encouraging.  

 

I have received some excellent feedback from parents, with some describing how Bounce has 

had a positive impact on their child, both at home and at school. Parents have also said that 

their children have been talking about Bounce sessions to their friends at school, showing 

how much it features in their week as a point of excitement.  I will be really sad to leave 

Bounce when I graduate, as it has been a feature and highlight of my Saturday morning for 

three years now, but I feel sure that some of our current volunteers will be willing to take 

over the project leadership, and carry it on to further successes.  
 
Martha  
Project Leader 2018/2019   
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TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language) and Homework 

Help for Individuals 

At the time of writing there are 7 individuals currently receiving one to one support from our 

volunteers which is a drop from last year as we have introduced an additional one to one 

project called GOALS which has supported young adults to gain vital life skills.  

Volunteers are asked to commit to spending an hour a week at their 

client’s home, working on whatever educational support they need 

while also making learning fun! Our clients are predominantly school-

aged children but there are some adult clients too as occasionally the 

parents ask us for a volunteer to help them improve their English so 

they feel more confident helping their own children.  

In addition to our one to one at home referrals, we have some 

volunteers who are working with up to 10 TESL children in the Grove 

school, spending time every Tuesday afternoon with them in individual time slots giving 

them one to one attention..  

This year we have worked with the referring agencies to ensure there are clear learning 

outcomes to be achieved by the volunteer visits so that we can help vulnerable children and 

adults in a timely manner.  One of the new additions to the project this year has been the our 

support to Grove school where our volunteers have been working with 10 pupils during 

school hours. All of the pupils we work with speak English as their second language and have 

really benefited from some one to one support with reading and writing. One of our volunteer 

reported “I am able to provide relaxed but dedicated time towards their English language and 

the pupils confidence in class has improved. I have definitely found them to be more 

communicative and confident. The pupils have been engaged with me and we have been 

practising their fluency through a mix of games, stories and activities. “ 

Kim Green, a ESOL teacher, continues to support our volunteers with a 90 minute-long 

workshop to raise awareness of the difficulties children face when learning English as their 

second language, and gave many good ideas for activities to help them with this. 

One of our volunteers Emma has been working with 10 children in Grove School on Tuesday 

afternoons. The teacher from Grove School, Kathryn Hardy emailed us to say “ Emma's visits 

have been extremely valuable to us and the children that she has worked with. As there is no 

longer any local authority support for EAL pupils it has been great to have a qualified and 

extremely enthusiastic TESL teacher to work with some of our children who need extra help 

to develop their spoken English. The children have responded positively to Emma and have 

grown in confidence over the time she has been working with them. One child in particular, 

who started off as extremely shy and with no spoken English is now smiling and able to 

communicate with some English words.”  
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Homework Help Clubs In Schools 

We currently have 32 volunteers providing homework help clubs each week in four 

primary schools across Cambridge. 

St Matthews is a diverse school with some pupils having 

language, confidence and social and economic issues that can 

impact on their learning and confidence. Every Friday a group 

of around 10-20 children bring their homework books along to 

get help from student volunteers with a school staff member 

supervising. Due to the school’s central location it is a popular 

choice for our volunteers to sign up to. The teacher recently 

commented, “The SCA Homework Help club is really 

appreciated as we are a large school and resources are stretched. 

Our school is very diverse in needs with many children who 

speak another language at home so the one to one help is invaluable” 

The St. Luke’s Primary Homework Help Club, provides a productive environment for an 

average of 10 children aged 5-11 to have access to individual help with their homework. 

Most of the children are individually referred by teachers as they often struggle to engage 

with schoolwork or have difficulties completing tasks alone. There are also some very 

capable pupils who attend the club for an opportunity to progress in a more conducive study 

environment than they may have at home. 

The volunteers not only guide the children in completing their schoolwork, they instil a 

positive attitude towards their studies and help develop the children’s social skills.  

The Grove Primary Homework Help Club is a new club we started in January with a 

group of 6 volunteers working with a small group of children under the supervision of a 

teacher.  The school is in Arbury, an area which is often cited as having one of the highest 

levels of deprivation in the city. As well as helping with school work, the volunteers make 

great role models for the pupils and help to raise their 

aspirations. 

We are working with Girton Glebe School in a slightly 

different format to our usual homework help clubs as we 

provide volunteers during School hours to help with guided 

reading, English and Mathematics on pupils the school have 

identified as requiring additional one to one support.    
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   Junior Treasurer’s Report 2018/19 
 

2018-2019 has been a successful year financially for SCA and this success is a testament to the 

industrious and extensive work of everyone involved with SCA, particularly Caroline and Suzie. There 

are various highlights which need to be emphasised.  

First, SCA has received a 3-year funding donation from BBC Children in Need, valued at 

£52,675. This represents an increase in value compared to previous donations from BBC Children and 

Need and SCA has been encouraged to apply for additional funding due to Children in Need being so 

impressed by the work which SCA undertakes. This will inevitably ease some financial pressure over 

the next 3 years.  

 Second, there has been a significant increase in the profit generated from DBS checks, although 

there has also been a significant increase in the time dedicated to completing these checks. 

Consequently, it appears that it may be worth consulting possible options to solve this potential 

problem. For example, it may be beneficial to bring in an additional person to complete the DBS checks; 

alternatively, it may be better to restrict the number of DBS checks so as to concentrate on other 

activities.  

 Additionally, this year has been an incredibly successful one in terms of the donations received 

from colleges and chapels as SCA has received ~£2000 more from colleges and chapels compared to 

2017-2018. The letters sent out each year continue to be an important source of funding for SCA and 

were improved this year by giving specific examples of volunteering students from each college were 

undertaking.  

 At the time of writing, we are awaiting the final accounts from the auditor but we will are likely 

to have a surplus of aprox £20,000 although some of that will be restricted funding for 2019/20. A 

breakdown of SCA's income clearly highlights how invaluable our staff are to the continuation of SCA's 

activities: 

 Grants from Trusts - £34,361. Funding from grants represents 58% of the year’s income and a 

decrease in value of ~2.3%. on the previous year (35,159).  

 DBS -  £13,299. DBS funding represents 23% of the year’s income and an increase in value 

of ~34.9% on the previous year (£9,808)  

 Colleges and chapels - £8869. Funding from colleges and chapels represents 15% of the 

year’s income and an increase in value of ~37.7% on the previous year (£6,440) 

 General donations - £395. Funding from general donations represents <1% of the year’s 

income. 

 Investment income – £1,694. Funding from investments represents ~3% of the year’s income 

and a substantial increase in value of ~565% on the previous year (£300). Such an increase is 

explained by the decision made in 2017-2018 to wait before reinvesting the investment fund 

when the last bonds closed.  

 Fundraising events – £215. Funding from fundraising represents <1% of the year’s income 

and a decrease.  2018-2019 saw a decrease in fundraising income compared to the previous 

year. This is explained by the lack of fundraising events organised. Nevertheless, hopefully 

2019-2020 will be a better year in this respect. It should also be noted that SCA has partnered 

with the fundraising start-up ‘Percent’; it is hoped that this will allow for increased income 

through passive fundraising activities in the year ahead.  

Mark Harvey 

Junior Treasurer 2018/19 
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Our thanks go to the many organisations and individuals who support us financially and in 

many other ways, making it possible for us to help vulnerable people living in the Cambridge 

Community. We would especially like to thank the following for their generous help and 

support: 

 

Our Funders 

 BBC Children in Need                   

 Cambridge City Council  

Cambridge Community Foundation 

Cambridge University Societies Syndicate  

Deans and Chaplains Association 

The Dulverton Trust 

The High Sheriffs Awards 

The University of Cambridge Colleges and 

Chapels 

The Youth Social Action Fund 

Our Partners and Supporters 

Cambridgeshire Community Foundation 

Cambridge Women’s Aid 

Cambridge Wine Merchants, especially Brett 

Turner 

David Hardy Project 

Cambridge University Centre 

Gates Scholars 

Tesco Fare Share Scheme  

Tiger Store 

                                                                      

 

Thanks also go to the many individual friends of SCA 

And of course – 

Our AMAZING Volunteers!! 

Student Community Action 

17 Mill Lane,  

Cambridge 

CB2 1RX 

01223 350 365 

mail@cambridgesca.org.uk 

www.cambridgesca.org.uk 

 

mailto:mail@cambridgesca.org.uk
http://www.cambridgesca.org.uk/

